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Getting Your Case Together
Asylum Affidavits and Exhibits



Road Map

I. Refresher

I. To know how to get there, you need to know where you are: Create a Case Plan

I. Read the Treasure Map: Affidavits

I. Follow the Treasure Map: Exhibits



Refresher



Asylum Elements Refresher
❏ Well Founded Fear of Persecution
❏ By

➢ the government or
➢ an entity the  government 

cannot/will not control
❏ on Account of (Nexus)
❏ A Protected Ground

If show past persecution             rebuttable 
presumption of future persecution

It is the government's burden to show:
❏ Relocation is reasonable

OR
❏ Circumstances have change

CAT Elements

❑ An Intentional Act
By a public official OR
With the acquiescence 

of a public official
❏ The Act causes severe suffering

Physical or
Mental

❏ The Act is for a prescribed purpose  
❑ The Act cannot arise from lawful 

sanctions 



Create a case plan: The Case 
of Lucy



Case Plan

1. ID Filing deadlines
a. Turning 18 
b. 1YD
c. Imm Court

2. ID Posture of the case



Case Plan

3. Review the Client File



Case Plan

4. Develop a case theory



Case Plan

4. Create list of potential evidence



Asylum Affidavits



Organization

I. Background

I. NAME hurt me

I. I cannot go back

I. The government cannot help me

Asylum



The affidavit protects the client



The Affidavit is the treasure map to the evidence



Asylum Exhibits



Types of Evidence: Direct

Applicant’s 
affidavit

Witnesses’ affidavit or 
declaration or letter of 

support

family members;
friends; 

neighbors;
anyone who can 

corroborate what client 
says

Photographs
Videos

scars;
shot up house;

route to school;
anything else 

corroborating what 
happened;

family

Personal 
documents

identity docs;
baptismal cert.; death 

cert.; 
political party 

membership card; 
school records; social 

media;
Police reports;

Medical reports; 
other; report card

Maps (google 
earth or 
drawn)

Other

*This list is NOT exhaustive. 
*The possibilities are endless.



Types of 
Evidence: 

Circumstantial

➢ Country Expert Affidavit
➢ Medical/Mental Health Expert 

Affidavit/Psychological Evaluation
➢ Country Reports: Department of State 

Human Rights report; Amnesty 
International report; Human Rights 
Watch report, UN Committee reports, 
IACHR reports, use UNHCR 
Refworld database of reports

➢ Newspaper Articles



Expert testimony: Why it is important?

● Country Conditions experts:
○ can help the adjudicator assess the risks of persecution and understand the consequences of deportation
○ can provide the necessary elements for asylum that the client was not able to establish through their testimony  (including the 

nexus, existence of a PSG, government’s unwillingness or incapacity to provide protection, etc.)
○ can proffer important corroboration of the details of a client’s testimony
○ can enhance the credibility and sufficiency of the claim of persecution

● Mental Health experts:
○ can provide crucial testimony regarding client’s past persecution and  fear of future persecution
○ can corroborate the client’s testimony as to the harm they suffered and provide evidence that the client  suffers from 

psychological disorders as a result of the traumatic past experiences (i.e. PTSD, generalized anxiety disorder, depression, etc.)
○ can testify as to the consequences of returning a claimant to their home country (suffering unbearable trauma or needing to 

continue ongoing treatment not available in home country)
○ can offer  explanations for behavior caused by trauma that a judge or asylum officer may misunderstand (such as inconsistencies 

or gaps in the applicant’s timeline, difficulty recalling dates and details, non-disclosure to DHS at time of apprehension or delayed 
disclosure, and appearing  emotionally detached during their testimony)

○ enhance client’s credibility



Where to get the Circumstantial Evidence:

★ The Golden Sources
○ U.S. State Dept. of Human Rights Reports

○ Amnesty International Reports
○ Human Rights Watch
○ United Nations Reports
○ Can find these and more all on UNHCR Refworld at www.UNHCR.org/refworld

★ Domestic and Foreign Newspapers:
○ Must be translated to English
○ Find online or from client

★ Helpful Research Tools
○ Center for Gender and Refugee Studies at https://cgrs.uchastings.edu/request-assistance/requesting-

assistance-cgrs
○ The Annotated Table of Contents Project at https://www2.law.temple.edu/csj/atoc/



Appendix of Documents in Support of the Application
for Asylum for FIRST NAME LAST NAME, A# XXX-XXX-XXX

Exhibit        Document                                                                                       
Page

IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS 
A                 Birth Certificate of NAME, with certified translations                            1
B                 Office of Refugee Resettlement: Verification Form                     3
C                 Notices to Appear for NAME                                                                    4
D                 I-94 of NAME                                                  6

EVIDENCE OF PAST AND FUTURE PERSECUTION   
E                 Affidavit of NAME                                                                                    7
F                  Affidavit of NAME, sister                                                                         18
G                 Affidavit of NAME                                                                                    28
H                 Country Expert Declaration of Elizabeth G. Kennedy in the Case of  NAME        38                                              
I                   Photographs of Scars, Bus Stop, and town                                                50
J                  Letter from NAME, a neighbor in the PLACE community                     54

showing the NAME Family is considered a family by the community,
with certified translation                                                                           

K                 Letter from NAME, pastor showing the NAME                                               56
Family is considered a family by the community, with certified translation                                                                                                  

DISCRETIONARY EVIDENCE  
L                 Letter of Support from NAME, NAME                                                     58 

aunt who is a United States Citizen                                                           

PROCEDURAL HISTORY DOCUMENTS        
M                Receipt of Asylum Application filed with USCIS Asylum Office            59

EL SALVADOR COUNTRY CONDITIONS       
N                 Declaration of Aracely Bautista Bayona, Legal Expert on the Situation of        60

Violence Against Women in El Salvador, August 24, 2017.
¶ 4. “[M]en use violence against women as a means of perpetuating social, family
and patriarchal community norms […] Although the Legislative Assembly […] has

enacted laws aimed at the eradication of gender                                       

Asylum Index



Immigration Court:
● Annotated
● ID Documents

○ BC
○ ORR Verification

● Procedural history
○ NTA
○ Asylum Receipt
○ Interview Notice
○ Other

● Direct Evidence
● Country Reports

Asylum Office:
● Annotated
● Cover letter
● Direct Evidence
● ID Documents

○ BC
○ ORR Verification
○ NTA

● Country Reports
○ Can divide by theme

Organization:



Immigration Court:
U.N. Human Rights Committee, “Concluding observations on the seventh 
periodic report of El Salvador,” CCPR/C/SLV/CO/7 (May 9, 2018) available 
at http://undocs.org/en/CCPR/C/SLV/CO/7 (last accessed July 30, 2019).
¶ 3. “The Committee welcomes the legislative and institutional measures
taken by the State party during the reporting period in the area of civil and
political rights, including: […] (h) The Special Comprehensive Act on a
Violence-Free Life for Women, articles 45 and 46 of which include the
definition of femicide, and the establishment in March 2016 of special courts
to ensure that women can lead a life free from violence and discrimination.”
¶ 7. “The Committee is concerned that the human and financial resources
allocated to the Office of the Human Rights Advocate are not sufficient to
enable it to fulfil its mandate effectively and in compliance with the principles
relating to the status of national institutions for the promotion and protection
of human rights (the Paris Principles). It is also concerned at information
received regarding interference with and attacks on this institution, as well as
the low rate of implementation of its decisions (art. 2).”

Asylum Office:
U.S. Dept. of State, “El Salvador 2019 Crime and Safety Report,” Apr. 25, 2019, 
available at
https://www.osac.gov/Country/ElSalvador/Content/Detail/Report/d1222be6-
4e5d-461f-912c-15f4aec90b02 (last accessed Sep. 10, 2019).
“El Salvador continues to have the highest homicide rate in Latin America.”
“The police often experience inadequate funding and limited resources. Because of
perceived and actual corruption, they do not enjoy the full confidence and
cooperation of much of El Salvador’s citizenry. […] routine street-level patrol
techniques, anti-gang work, and crime suppression efforts remain a constant,
difficult challenge.

U.N. Human Rights Committee, “Concluding observations on the seventh periodic 
report of El Salvador,” CCPR/C/SLV/CO/7 (May 9, 2018) available at
http://undocs.org/en/CCPR/C/SLV/CO/7 (last accessed July 30, 2019).
“The Committee is concerned that the human and financial resources allocated to
the Office of the Human Rights Advocate are not sufficient to enable it to fulfil its
mandate effectively and in compliance with the principles relating to the status of
national institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights.”

What does Annotated Mean?



Key takeaways

Listen to your client!!!

Annotated Index: always use notes when citing to 
country reports and newspaper articles that support 
each element of your asylum claim.

Organize the evidence and draft the index according to 
who will be the adjudicator: the immigration judge or the 
asylum officer (use samples).

Identify and gather all the direct evidence, including the 
applicant’s and witnesses affidavit, photos, etc. The IJ 
can deny if you leave out reasonably available evidence. If 
the evidence is not available, explain why in the affidavit. 

Identify and gather all the circumstantial evidence, such 
as country expert affidavit, mental health expert affidavit 
or evaluation, country reports and newspapers articles. 
Use expert witnesses!



Questions?


